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ABSTRACT
Using a grounded theory approach, this study analyses incident
reports from the NHS’s National Reporting and Learning System
from 2005 to 2011. The researcher was given access to reports
involving infusion devices – hospital equipment that delivers a
controlled dose of medication, hormones, nutrition or blood into a
patient’s body. The study focuses on incidents where patients
received an underdose or overdose due to an error in the rate or
volume on an infusion device. Within NRLS reports three free text
fields are used by healthcare staff to describe an incident. These
fields were the main source for the analysis. One theme that
emerged was that nurses detect errors in infusion rates when
carrying out routine safety checks at the start of their shift, and
evidence was found in multiple reports to support this theme. This
suggests that increasing the number of checks of running infusions
could increase the number of errors detected – and improve patient
safety. This theory led to recommendations for increasing the
amount and quality of checking: increasing contact between nurses
and patients; creating a safety culture; making patients’ prescriptions
salient; helping nurses keep track of infusions; and reducing
distractions for those programming infusion rates.
A second analysis was done: a study of the linguistic features that
contribute to the poor quality of data in some reports. This analysis
led to recommendations for improving data quality to help the NHS
become more of a learning organisation. Recommendations included
changing field names and error category codes; introducing a style
guide; and training staff on report writing.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Patient safety should be a priority for the NHS. As Florence
Nightingale said: “The very first requirement in a hospital is that it
should do the sick no harm.” (Hunt, 2013).

In the last decade, failures of patient care in the NHS have hit the
headlines. The most high profile case was the failure of care at MidStaffordshire Foundation Trust between 2005 and 2008, where there
were several hundred avoidable patient deaths (Campbell, 2013).

Investigations into the failings at Mid-Staffordshire, outlined in the
Report of the Mid-Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust public inquiry
(Francis, 2013), led to wide-ranging recommendations on everything
from nursing to leadership, and from performance management to
incident reporting and transparency.

Acknowledging the recommendations, the government published its
response, ‘A Promise to Learn, a Commitment to Act’ (Berwick,
2013), promising to put patient safety back at the heart of the NHS:

“The most important single change in the NHS in response to this
report would be for it to become, more than ever before, a system
devoted to continual learning and improvement of patient care, top to
bottom and end to end.” (P.4.)
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Despite this government pledge, there is still much to learn – and
improve. Every year the wellbeing and safety of patients in UK
hospitals is put at risk because of problems with the medical
equipment used to treat them and support them.

In 2014 there were almost 47,000 incidents involving equipment
reported to the NHS’s National Reporting or Learning System
(NRLS) (National Medical Device Safety Network, 2015). The NRLS
is a database of patient safety incidents reported by healthcare staff
and the public across England and Wales in settings that include
acute and community hospitals, people’s homes and care homes. In
2014 equipment incidents included issues with beds and mattresses
(10%), surgical instruments (9%), patient monitoring equipment (3%)
and infusion devices (5%) (National Medical Device Safety Network,
2015).

This study focuses on infusion devices, which deliver a controlled
dose of fluid into a patient’s body. Fluids include insulin or other
hormones, antibiotics, chemotherapy drugs, and pain relief
medication such as morphine. The devices are ubiquitous in
hospitals: there are 15,000,000 infusions a year in the NHS,
(National Patient Safety Agency, 2010).
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Figure 1: Patient and infusion device (Photo: Brian A. Jackson,
Istockphoto.com)

Most of 2014’s infusion device incidents resulted in no harm or low
harm while 66 people experienced moderate harm, three
experienced severe harm and there was one death (National Medical
Device Safety Network, 2015).

The top three types of incident in 2014 were categorised as ‘failure of
device’, ‘non-availability of equipment’ or ‘user error’ (National
Medical Device Safety Network, 2015).

Infusion devices have been in use since the late 1960s (“A Decade
of ‘Smart’ Infusion Pumps”, 2012). The British Journal of Intensive
Care, February 1995, reported that incidents with infusion devices
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had been happening over the previous 15 years. The lack of usercentred design of the devices has been well documented, for
example by Thimbleby and Cairns (2010), Vincent and Blandford
(2011) and the (now defunct) National Patient Safety Agency (2010).

NHS England has acknowledged the risks associated with medical
equipment and set up a forum to focus on incidents involving
equipment, the National Medical Device Safety Network (NHS
England, 2015a). This network of healthcare staff identifies trends
and disseminates information nationally to improve safety for
patients. Trends are identified using incident reports from the NRLS
database.

NRLS incident reports are potentially a rich seam of data, as they
contain free text fields, where the ‘reporter’ – the person making the
report – describes what happened.

This study examines NRLS incident reports on infusion devices,
using a grounded theory approach (Charmaz, 2014) to analyse the
free text fields in the reports.

The original research question was: what can NRLS incident reports
on infusion devices tell us about human computer interaction (HCI)
or socio-technical systems (STS)? As themes ‘emerged’ from the
analysis (Charmaz, 2014), the research question evolved into ‘What
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can we learn from NRLS reports about the detection of errors in
infusion rates?’

The next chapter, chapter 2, contains a literature review covering:
the value of incident reporting; how the NRLS works; and an
overview of studies that have analysed NRLS incident reports.

Chapter 3, Method, outlines the grounded theory approach and
sampling method used to analyse NRLS reports. It also describes
the approach taken for a linguistic analysis of NRLS reports.

Chapter 4, Results, presents findings on error detection, in particular
how the routine checking of running infusions discovers errors in the
programmed infusion rate. The chapter also describes in detail the
terseness and ambiguity of the NRLS reports sampled.

Chapter 5, Discussion, describes potential design implications both
for infusion devices and for work practices in healthcare. The
Discussion chapter also examines ways to improve the data quality
in the free text fields of NRLS reports. The conclusion discusses the
limitations of NRLS reports and includes caveats on the design
implications.
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Chapter 2: Literature review
This chapter looks at the purpose and value of incident reporting
systems and outlines how incident reporting happens in the NHS. It
also looks at how researchers have used incident reports, including
NRLS incident reports.

2.1. The value of incident reporting
The Concise Oxford English Dictionary (2001) defines an incident as
‘an event or occurrence; an instance of something happening’. In the
field of risk management, the author James Reason (1997) equates
incidents with near misses – events that could have had serious
consequences but did not.

Near miss reporting has been carried out for decades in the aviation
industry, where near misses – more frequent than plane crashes –
provide a more readily available source of data. Data on near misses
has been used to redesign aircraft, air traffic control, airports and
pilot training (Barach and Small, 2000).
2.1.1. Flagging up latent errors
If you believe that errors are consequences and not causes, and that
it is the situation that is error prone more than an individual, incident
reports can be analysed to flag up latent system weaknesses
(Reason, 1997). Reason (1997) describes incident reporting systems
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(IRSs) as a ‘vaccine’ to protect an organisation from a more serious
attack.

Vincent (2004) believes that an individual incident report itself tells
you relatively little about the cause of an event. However, analysis of
reports provides a ‘window’ on the system, it can help analysts
understand the chain of events that happened, and that could
happen again.
2.1.2. Underreporting
However, the effectiveness of an IRS depends on the willingness of
staff on the frontline to report errors and near misses, and that in turn
depends on an organisation establishing a fair and just
organisational environment to foster reporting (Reason, 1997).

Underreporting is widely acknowledged in IRSs and means you
cannot determine the prevalence of a problem (Billings, 1998). In the
healthcare arena, people can be reluctant to report events they
played a part in, either because they don’t think it’s their job to report
or because they fear being punished for events they have been
involved with (Harrison, Lawton & Stewart, 2014).

Other reasons for underreporting cited in a study of healthcare staff
(Firth-Cozens, Redfern & Moss, 2004) were staff attitudes towards
incidents: staff said they evaluated whether to report based on
whether an incident was minor or major; one-off or repeated;
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accidental or deliberate. Other barriers to reporting found by FirthCozens et al. (2004) include lack of time to write a report, and the
reluctance of junior staff to report incidents involving senior staff.
2.1.3. Effectiveness of IRSs
Another factor hindering the effectiveness of IRSs is the lack of detail
provided by some reporters. Studies that have analysed NRLS
reports cite the sparseness of detail (Cassidy, Smith & Arnot-Smith,
2011; Cousins, Gerrett & Warner, 2011; Panesar, Cleary & Sheikh,
2009; Vincent, 2004).

Reporters may omit details if they don’t realise their significance, for
example if they are accustomed to certain workarounds, substandard equipment or sub-standard supervision (Reason, 1997).

Add to this the fact that, in an organisation such as the NHS that’s
organised in shifts, much reporting may happen at the end of a long
shift, many hours after an incident happened. The person reporting
may be tired and in a rush to get home (medical device safety officer,
personal communication, 17.04.15.).
2.1.4. IRSs as tools for change
Even when an IRS does produce clear and detailed data, its success
in achieving change depends on it being communicated to senior
management – and management being engaged enough to effect
change (Reason, 2009). If report data is not circulated to
management, staff may lose interest in reporting (Shojania, 2008).
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Shojania believes IRSs typically don’t result in safety improvements,
and this belief was also one of the barriers to reporting cited by
Harrison, Lawton and Stewart (2014).

However, some believe that introducing incident reporting systems
may help organisations change staff attitudes to safety. Research by
Anderson, Kodate, Walters and Dodds (2012) found that reporting
systems focused staff attention on safety and promoted a positive
attitude towards safety.

2.2. Incident reporting in the NHS: the NRLS
The National Patient Safety Agency (NPSA) (now defunct - its role
has transferred to the NHS Commissioning Board Special Health
Authority) was set up in 2001 for the purpose of “improving the safety
and quality of patient care through reporting, analysing and
disseminating the lessons of adverse events and near misses
involving NHS patients” (Smith, 2004, p3).

The NPSA established the National Reporting and Learning System
(NRLS) in 2003. The need for the NRLS was spelt out in the
government report An organisation with a memory (Department of
Health, 2000): the lack of a national NHS reporting mechanism
meant there was no way of understanding the scale and nature of
NHS failures in patient care and therefore no way of learning lessons
and improving.
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The government report Building a safer NHS for patients (Smith,
2004) mentions an early priority of the NPSA: medication errors. And
as medication is often given intravenously, the report devotes a
section to the safe use of infusion devices, citing ‘user error’ as the
most frequent cause of adverse incidents.

The NRLS collects more than 1,000,000 reports a year and the
rate of reporting rate is increasing: from October 2013 to March
2014, 778,460 incidents were reported, almost 13% more reports
than in the same period the year before (NHS England, 2014).
The NRLS is considered to be the most comprehensive medical
incident reporting system in the world (Panesar, Cleary &
Sheikh, 2009).

Each report describes a ‘patient safety incident’, which is “any
unintended or unexpected incident which could have, or did, lead to
harm for one or more patients receiving NHS-funded healthcare”
(NPSA, n.d.-a).

There are five categories for the level of harm caused to a patient
(NPSA, 2011):

“No harm: Impact prevented – any patient safety incident that had
the potential to cause harm but was prevented, resulting in no harm
to people receiving NHS-funded care.
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Impact not prevented – any patient safety incident that ran to
completion but no harm occurred to people receiving NHS-funded
care.”

“Low: Any patient safety incident that required extra observation or
minor treatment and caused minimal harm, to one or more persons
receiving NHS-funded care.”

“Moderate: Any patient safety incident that resulted in a moderate
increase in treatment and which caused significant but not
permanent harm, to one or more persons receiving NHS-funded
care.”

“Severe: Any patient safety incident that appears to have resulted in
permanent harm to one or more persons receiving NHS-funded
care.”

“Death: Any patient safety incident that directly resulted in the death
of one or more persons receiving NHS-funded care.”

Staff can report an incident directly to the NRLS on the NRLS
website, www.nrls.npsa.nhs.uk/report-a-patient-safety-incident. But a
more popular route is to report an incident using a local IRS such as
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Datix, from where the details will get transferred to the NRLS
manually by a member of staff (Panesar et al., 2009).

In large healthcare providers, that member of staff is a medical
device safety officer (MDSO) (NHS England, 2015a). The MDSO is
kept informed of all incidents that happen in his or her hospital
involving medical equipment, and feeds these into the NRLS
(Medical device safety officer, personal communication, 17.04.15).

The NRLS reporting form consists of a number of fields with
dropdown menus for staff (or the general public) to select the type of
location, type of incident, the role they played in an incident and the
degree of harm suffered by the patient. The form also has free text
fields for reporters to give an account of an incident (‘Description of
what happened’, ‘Actions Preventing Reoccurence’ and ‘Apparent
Causes’).

As well as reporting incidents to the NRLS, staff can report incidents
involving medical devices and medication to the Medicines &
Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MRHA).

2.3. Research using NRLS incident reports
Researchers have used NRLS reports for quantitative and qualitative
analyses to explore healthcare issues and make recommendations
for improvements to patient safety.
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Sevdalis, Jacklin, Arora, Vincent and Thomson (2010) studied NRLS
reports to gain insights about the number and nature of diagnostic
errors in healthcare. While Sevdalis et al. believe that the reports
can make a contribution to a greater understanding of diagnostic
errors, the researchers found great variation in the quality of the free
text descriptions in individual reports and acknowledged that the
reports could be more useful if they were more accurate and
complete.

Cassidy, Smith and Arnot-Smith’s quantitative and qualitative study
(2011) analysed NRLS reports involving anaesthetic equipment. The
aim was to identify the types of incident most commonly cited and
publicise details to the anaesthetist community. Cassidy et al. cite
mislabeling of incidents by reporters and data quality as limitations to
their study.

Thomas and Panchagnula (2008) used a quantitative and qualitative
approach to identify and classify incidents in intensive care and high
dependency units. The two researchers looked at which drugs were
most commonly mentioned in reports, the level of harm to the patient
and the number of incidents at each stage of the medication process
from storage of drugs to administration of medication and the
patient’s response to treatment.
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A qualitative study by Panesar, Carson-Stevens, Mann, Bhandari
and Madhok (2012) involved a thematic analysis of the free text
fields in NRLS reports to examine the main cause of death at each
stage of orthopaedic surgery. Panesar et al. focused on reports with
the clinical specialty of ‘trauma and orthopaedics’, where the location
was ‘acute/general hospital’ and where the incident involved a death.
A thematic analysis allowed Panesar et al. to identify key themes and
use them to categorise the reports in their data set.

A study by Cousins, Gerrett and Warner (2011) focused on NRLS
medication incident reports with the aim of identifying which drugs
were most cited in reports and the number of incidents of each type,
for example, wrong strength of medication or wrong medication.
While Cousins et al., believe in the NRLS as a valuable tool for
learning lessons about medication incidents and improving patient
safety, data quality was mentioned as an issue that needed tackling.
For example, Cousins et al. found only 40% of the medication
incidents in 2010 had the name of the medication in the relevant
NRLS field.

2.4. The aims of this study
While studies have analysed NRLS incident reports involving infusion
devices, for example Quinn, Stevenson and Glenister (2004), none
have carried out a grounded theory based analysis on what we can
learn about the detection of errors in infusion rates.
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Additionally, while researchers using NRLS reports have mentioned
the lack of clarity of reports and the sparseness of information
(Cassidy, Smith and Arnot-Smith, 2011; Panesar, Cleary &Sheik,
2009; Sevdalis, Jacklin, Arora, Vincent & Thomson, 2010), none
have looked in detail at the linguistic features present in the free text
fields that cause the lack of clarity and sparseness.

This study aims to address both those gaps.
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Chapter 3: Method
3.1. Apparatus and materials
The author was granted access to incident reports from the National
Reporting and Learning System (NRLS) in a Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet. The incident reports involved electronic infusion
devices.

The set of 8,877 reports was extracted from the NRLS database
using search terms related to infusion devices (for a complete list of
search terms, see Appendix 1).

The reports spanned seven years from January 2005 to December
2011 and were a subset of all incident reports in England and Wales
relating to patient safety, from settings such as hospitals, care homes
and people’s homes.

For coding data, the qualitative data analysis package Maxqda was
used.

The front end of the NRLS reporting system was accessed on NHS
England’s public website at
https://www.eforms.nrls.nhs.uk/staffreport/incident_report.jsp and a
video describing Datix, an IRS widely used by healthcare staff to
report incidents, was accessed at https://vimeo.com/45854017.
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A Kingston Data Traveller password-protected USB memory stick
was used to store and access the NRLS reports.
3.1.1. Data protection
For data protection, data was anonymised: personal and institutional
names had been removed from the data before the author saw the
reports. To further anonymise the data, the author used the row
number of the Excel spreadsheet to identify and refer to reports,
instead of the NRLS report ID number.

For data security, the reports were stored on a password-protected
USB memory stick. Data analysis was carried out on a password
protected laptop in the researcher’s home office. No copies of the
spreadsheet were made.

Analysis was carried out in the author’s home office, which only she
had access to.

3.2. Procedure: grounded theory based approach
To understand the context of use of infusion devices, the author
interviewed a medical device safety officer and a technician who
maintains infusion devices. Literature on the design of the devices
(National Patient Safety Agency, 2010) further set the scene and the
author could start reading NRLS incident reports.
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The aim was an analysis of the text in three free text fields from the
NRLS reports: ‘Description of what happened’, ‘Actions Preventing
Reoccurrence’ and ‘Apparent Causes’.

For supporting details about the incident, the author also referred to
non-free text fields: ‘Speciality’ (refers to clinical specialty); ‘Degree
of harm’; ‘Location’; ‘Date of incident’ and ‘Year incident occurred’..
3.2.1. Sampling method
From the set of 8,877 NRLS incident reports, reports were selected
randomly. Starting from the top of the spreadsheet (row 10), every
100th report was selected (row 10, 110, 210… until 8810), which
made up a batch of 88. For the second and subsequent batches, the
starting points were row 30, 50, 70 and 90. This produced a total of
439 reports for analysis.

This sampling method ruled out bias towards reports from any
individual institution, clinical specialty or reporter. It also prevented
the author selecting reports by severity of incident or by the length of
the report (many reports were very short on detail, which made for a
challenging analysis. See Results chapter, section 4.6).

Using increments of 100 captured a spread of reports across the
whole seven-year timeframe, as reports in the spreadsheet were
listed chronologically from 2005 to 2011.
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3.2.2. First two batches: familiarisation
To get familiar with the range of issues covered by the reports, the
author wrote bullet points for each report in the first two batches (176
reports). The bullets served as an at-a-glance summary to help
decide whether each report was relevant to the original, broad
research question: What we can learn about human computer
interaction (HCI) or socio-technical systems (STS) from NRLS
incident reports on infusion devices.

This screening exercise was necessary: even though reports
mentioned the words ‘infusion device’ (see search terms, Appendix
1), they dealt with a large range of non-HCI problems such as patient
falls and decontamination issues.

Having excluded the most obvious non-HCI issues, this left a subset
of reports, around 60 out of 176 (the first two batches). Using a
grounded theory approach, the author then re-read the 60 reports to
let themes ‘emerge’ from the data (Charmaz, 2014) rather than using
a pre-set framework. Using this inductive method (Braun & Clarke,
2006) the list of themes included:

-

nurses responding to infusion device alarms caused by air
bubbles in the infusion line or caused by ‘extravasation’,
where medication leaks from a patient’s blood vessel into the
surrounding tissue
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-

‘free flow’, where an infusion device has been set up wrongly
and medication flows into a patient’s body without being
controlled by an infusion device

-

infusion rate errors – infusions running at the wrong rate and
delivering an overdose or underdose of medication to a
patient

-

lack of staff training leading to incorrect use of an infusion
device

The two themes, infusion rate errors and lack of staff training, felt
most relevant to HCI and STS. Thus, only reports relevant to these
two themes were re-read and coded. The author went back through
the first two batches of reports and excluded any that did not relate to
the two themes.
3.2.3. Provisional codes
Around 40 reports relevant to the two themes were imported into
Maxqda. The author started off with a broad list of provisional codes
so as to remain open to possibilities (Charmaz, 2014). These initial
codes included:

•

drug name

•

artefacts

•

job titles

•

nurse sent on training

•

supervision
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•

type of error, for example ‘underdose’ or ‘double strength
medication’

•

language: use of “I” or “We”

•

‘patient mentioned in report’ or ‘patient not mentioned in
report’

The author then read a third batch of reports, after following the
same process of an initial screening for relevance, to look for
evidence for the two themes, ‘infusion rate errors’ and ‘lack of
training’.

Substantially more reports mentioned infusion rate errors than lack of
training so infusion rate errors was the theme chosen to explore.
3.2.4. Developing exclusion criteria
At this point, the author wrote a set of exclusion criteria against which
to judge reports for inclusion in the study. Only reports that
mentioned infusion devices running at the wrong dose per hour
(wrong rate) or wrong ‘volume to be infused’ were included in the
study.

‘Wrong volume to be infused’ or ‘wrong rate’ means the dose
programmed on an infusion device did not match the dose
prescribed for a patient. Included incidents involved overdoses or
underdoses of medication, hormones, nutrition and blood. For a
detailed list of exclusion criteria, see Appendix 2: Exclusion criteria.
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The author then went back through all three batches of reports to
judge them against the exclusion criteria. Throughout the study, for
consistency the author iteratively compared reports for inclusion and
exclusion with earlier batches. The exclusion criteria evolved with
each batch, which meant the author then went back through previous
batches to double check.
3.2.5. Interrogating the reports
As well as coding reports individually in Maxqda, each relevant report
was printed out on an A4 sheet and stuck to the wall of the author’s
home office. The reports were interrogated (Charmaz, 2014): the
reports were annotated by hand with questions and comments, such
as:

•

How did staff notice the problem?

•

Is it normal to check an infusion 30 minutes after it starts?

•

Is the word ‘witness’ being used in a legal way or is it being
used in a particular way in a hospital context?

While coding the reports on infusion rate errors, it emerged that there
were a variety of ways in which errors were detected. The realisation
felt like a ‘coding moment’ (Boyatzis,1998).
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3.2.6. Focused coding
From that point, the theme became ‘error detection’ and the author
refined the coding framework in Maxqda to capture more detail
around this topic, in line with Reason’s (1990) categories of error
detection (See Results chapter, 4.1).

Focused codes to apply to all batches of data (Charmaz, 2014)
included:

•

who detected the error?

•

how was the error detected?

•

when was the error detected?

•

artefacts involved in error detection

•

duration of infusion

•

infusion double checked but error still occurred

During the coding process, coded segments were constantly
compared across reports to ensure consistency of coding. Data was
compared with data, codes with codes (Charmaz, 2014).

As the author’s sensitivity to the subtleties in the data increased,
codes were merged, demerged, renamed and sometimes
abandoned. The code ‘nurse discovered error by proactive checking’
was split into two codes: ‘error discovered by formal check at start of
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shift’ and ‘error discovered by “informal check”, where the words
“shift” or “routine” are not mentioned by reporter’.

The code ‘error type’ was dropped as it often proved impossible to
establish the type of error, due to the lack of detail. The code ‘drug
name’ was dropped, as it was problematic for a researcher without
knowledge of medication: some drug names appeared to be brand
names and were probable duplicates. More than 70 drug names had
been identified before the code was dropped, with many one-off
mentions of certain drug names.

The processes of coding and excluding were documented in a
journal (Henwood and Pidgeon, 1992) as a mechanism for reflecting
on decisions and to help crystallise a theory around error detection.

As part of focused coding, the number of reports for each code were
counted and presented as part of the findings (see Results, chapter
4).

3.2.7. Projection, multiple interpretation, negative case analysis
Due to the terseness and ambiguity of many of the reports (See
Results chapter, section 4.6), it was a challenge not to project too
much onto the data (Boyatzis, 1998; Charmaz, 2014).
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Without access to the reporters to clarify issues, it was important to
be aware of multiple interpretations for reports (Klein and Myers,
1999). The author found that after the second stage of analysis
(linguistic analysis – see 3.3) she had a heightened sensitivity to
individual words and phrases and this prompted her to go back
through the reports and recode some phrases.

To test the theory that errors are detected at shift handover time, the
author looked for reports where errors were detected outside these
times. To test the theory that errors are detected by independent
checks by colleagues, the author looked for reports where
colleagues checked each other’s work and failed to spot errors.
3.2.8. Saturation
Rather than continuing data analysis until no new theoretical insights
emerged from the data (Charmaz, 2014), the author kept processing
batches until she was satisfied she had robust evidence for her error
detection theory. Thus five batches were read (439 reports), yielding
106 relevant reports for coding.

The 106 became the data set (Braun et al., 2006). The reports
included rate and volume errors for continuous infusions and bolus
doses (a large dose of medication given rapidly).

This novel approach to saturation was taken as many reports were
unclear and lacked detail (See Results chapter, section 4.6.) and this
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underlined the importance of looking for sufficient evidence for the
theory.
3.2.9. From no harm to moderate to fatality
The study examined incidents across all five NRLS categories of
harm: ‘no harm’; ‘low harm’; ‘moderate’; ‘severe’ and ‘death’.
Including ‘no harm’ and ‘low harm’ incidents in a study can produce
proactive recommendations for change rather than reactive
recommendations that come out of more severe incidents (Reason,
1997). And as Billings (1998) states ‘no harm’ and ‘low harm’ reports
can provide a window on an organisation’s processes and flaws in
those processes.

3.3. Linguistic analysis
After thematic analysis of all 106 reports was complete, a linguistic
analysis was carried out on a subset of the reports to identify the
features that make an incident report easy or difficult for an external
researcher to understand (See section 4.6. of Results).

The author selected 8 reports she found particularly unclear and
lacking in detail, and 2 reports she found relatively clear, with
sufficient detail. This ratio was chosen as most reports were difficult
to understand, with very few containing enough detail to gain a
complete picture of what happened in the incident. To carry out the
analysis, the author asked herself: what linguistic features help or
hinder my understanding of the incident?
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By ‘linguistic feature’ the author means features cited in linguistics
literature, for example Crystal (2003), Georgakopoulou and Goutsos
(2004) and Pinker (1994) such as:

•

active or passive verbs

•

first or third person

•

sentence length

•

report length

•

fragments versus complete sentences

•

structure of narrative

•

block capitals vs sentence case

After linguistic features had been identified in the 10 reports, the
author went through the 106 reports to see how widespread the use
of the features was.

The linguistic features are explored in the Results chapter, section
4.6. The exploration led to recommendations for improving the
quality of NRLS reports and reports created in local IRSs (See
Discussion section 5.6.). (Datix and other IRSs are used by hospitals
to capture incident reports locally. The data is then transferred into
NRLS.)
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Chapter 4: Results
4.1. Introduction
The 106 reports included incidents that had been categorised under
the following NRLS incident types: Medication (89 reports); Medical
device/equipment (12); Treatment, procedure (4); or Implementation
of care and ongoing monitoring/review (1).

The reports spanned a large range of clinical specialties including
cardiology, gastroenterology, neonatology, oncology, orthopaedics,
paediatrics and thoracic surgery.

The reports featured a range of infusion devices: volumetric infusion
pumps that use a vacuum-packed bag of fluid attached to the pump;
syringe drivers that contain a syringe of medication, and patient
controlled analgesia (PCA) pumps that contain a syringe of pain
relief medication and have a button for the patient to press to receive
the medication.

The generic phrase ‘infusion device’ has been used in this study to
cover all types of infusion device, except in excerpts from NRLS
reports where the reporter’s own wording (such as “pump” or
“syringe”) has been left in place.

Of the 106 reports, 89 were categorised as ‘no harm’, 12 as ‘low
harm’, three as ‘moderate harm’, one as ‘severe harm’ and one as
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‘death’ (For definitions of the five categories, see Chapter 2, section
2.2.) These categorisations were made by the reporters and were
covered by an official caveat: sometimes healthcare staff classify
incidents according to their potential for harm rather than actual harm
to a patient.

Figure 2: Nurse programming an infusion device (Photo: Brian
A. Jackson, Istockphoto.com)

Excerpts from the 106 NRLS reports are included in this chapter in
italics. Excerpts include the reporter’s spelling mistakes and loose
grammar and punctuation. Where a report is entirely in block
capitals, it has been changed to sentence case for readability.
Abbreviations in the reports have been spelt out, by this author, in
square brackets [ ].
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The text of the NRLS reports occurred in up to three different free
text fields: ‘Description of what happened’ (IN07), ‘Actions Preventing
Reoccurence’ (IN10) and ‘Apparent Causes’ (IN11).
Figure 3: Excel column headings of the three free text fields
analysed in this study
IN07	
  Description	
  of	
  what	
  
happened	
  

IN10	
  Actions	
  Preventing	
  
Reoccurrence	
  

IN11	
  Apparent	
  Causes	
  

4.2. Error detection
In the 106 reports where a device was running at the wrong rate or
volume, reporters cite a range of possible causes for an error
including:

•

a miscalculation when converting a prescription from
milligrams or micrograms into millilitres per hour for
intravenous infusion

•

mistaking the concentration of a drug and using a double
strength solution instead of single strength

•

a programming error such as typing in the wrong infusion rate
per hour or omitting the volume to be infused
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However, looking at the exact cause of errors was out of the scope of
this study, as incident reports often lack the necessary detail to
establish cause (Cassidy, Smith & Arnot-Smith, 2011).

This study focuses instead on error detection: what do the NRLS
incident reports tell us about who notices errors and how and when
they notice them? Focusing on error detection is a step towards
mitigating the effect of errors (Reason, 1990) in the high risk arena of
intravenous drug administration.

Reason (1990) defines three ways in which people become aware of
their errors:

1. ‘self-monitoring’, where you discover your own error through
some kind of feedback
2. environmental prompts (cues), where something in the
environment flags up your error
3. other people notice your error and tell you

The three categories were used to analyse the detection of errors in
infusion rates.

An example of a report that falls into category 1, ‘self monitoring’:
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[IN07]	
  
“Before the pump was set to start myself and the staff nurse
re - checked the dose and volume of the paracetamol and
realised the amount drew up was wrong .” (Report 7170)

An example of a report that falls into category 2, ‘environmental cues
that flag up your errors’:
[IN07]	
  
“Ten minutes later , pump alarmed and nurse realised she
had not changed the rate on the pump…” (Report 1590)

An example of a report that falls into category 3, ‘other people notice
your error and tell you’:
[IN07]	
  
“…but I have miscalculated the infusion , encoding on the
pump 120mls / hr instead of 220mls / hr . The above matter
was brought to my attention by named person .” (Report 1230)

Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 present the results of an analysis of how errors
were detected:
Table 1: Error detection by detection mode
Mode of detection

Number of reports

Self monitoring

7

Environmental cue(s)

14

Other people noticed

16

Unclassified

69
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Relatively few reports fall into the self-monitoring category of error
detection. One reason is the terseness and ambiguity of the reports
(see section 4.6) – it’s sometimes impossible to tell whether the
person who discovered an error is the same person who
programmed the infusion device.

Secondly, if a health professional discovers their own error and
corrects it before it reaches a patient, they may see it as a “good
catch”, rather than an error (Tamuz, Thomas & Franchois, 2004).
“Near misses are less likely to be reported than incidents.” (Medical
device safety officer, personal communication, 13.07.15.)

The large number of ‘unclassified’ reports is because they were not
clear or detailed enough to confidently categorise them. For more
explanation, see ‘Dealing with terseness and ambiguity’ section 4.6.

In the category ‘environmental cue(s)’ reports were included only if
there was an active alert such as an infusion device alarm or a
salient feature that attracted attention (Rogers, Sharp & Preece,
2011) such as an empty bag of medication.

There were a range of environmental cues. Table 2 lists the number
of reports for each type of environmental cue.
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Table 2: Error detection by environmental cue
Environmental cue

Number of reports

Infusion device alarm

9

Empty medication bags or vials

3

Patient’s vital signs or behaviour

2

Example of an infusion device alarm as environmental cue:
[IN07]	
  
“Alerted by alarm of GTN [glyceryl trinitrate] infusion that had
finished . Infusion pump showing rate going at 6mls / hr .
Therapeutic dose prescribed at ( 0.16mls ? ) to 2mls hr . Dose
has been filtrated down to 2mls / hr as suggested by ITU
[intensive therapy unit] outreach nurse 1 / 2 hrly obs
[observations] maintained and stable …” (Report 4610)

Example of an almost empty syringe as environmental cue:
[IN07]	
  
“At 6.30 on the morning of 25 / 02 / 09 I proceeded to set up a
syringe driver of frusemide 250mg over 2hours . I thought I
had worked the calculation out correctly at 125 mls per hour .
At 6.50 i went back to the patient and saw that the syringe had
nearly finished . I stopped the infusion straight away realising
that I had made a mistake...” (Report 4290)

Example of patient’s vital signs as environmental cue. In the report
below the patient’s drowsiness flags up the error:
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[IN07]	
  
“Ward staff asked anaesthetist to see patient who was still
drowsy 4 hours post operatively . The PCA [patient controlled
analgesia] pump was delivering 1mg of Morphine per hour
with no background infusion . The PCA was re programmed to
what was prescribed . .” (Report 3210)

4.3. Diagnosing errors through environmental cues
While it may be an infusion device alarm that catches a staff
member’s attention, she or he then has to diagnose the error, using
information from the environment and ‘knowledge in the head’
(Norman, 1988).

Table 3 shows the range of environmental cues mentioned in the 106
reports. Typically reports list several of the cues, for example it is
common to check the running infusion rate on the infusion device
display against the intended dose on a prescription (23 reports).
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Table 3: Environmental cues for diagnosing infusion rate errors
Environmental cue
Number of reports
Infusion device screen showing
rate of infusion
Prescription/chart/notes

52

Bag, bottle or syringe containing
more or less than expected
Medication label

13

Patient vital signs/behaviour

3

Infusion device still running

2

Medication leakage

1

Button not working when pressed

1

23

8

In the category ‘infusion device screen’, not all reports explicitly
mention the screen, but it was judged acceptable to include reports
that stated ‘found to be running at incorrect rate…’ or ‘set for
150mg/50ml…’ as the only way of finding out the rate is to look at the
screen.

In the category ‘prescription/chart/notes’ not all reports explicitly
mentioned the word ‘prescription’ but it was judged acceptable to
include reports that stated ‘prescribed at a rate of 0.1 units / kg / hour
…’ as this implies a nurse checked the patient’s dose on a
prescription, notes or chart.

It is no surprise that the most commonly cited environmental feature
is the infusion device’s screen, as it is only by looking at the infusion
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device’s screen that nurses can see the current rate of infusion or the
volume to be infused.
4.3.1. Combining environmental cues
Report 5950 (below) features a combination of four cues that
contribute to a nurse’s understanding of the situation. Firstly, an
infusion device alarms then it is three other environmental cues that
help:

•

empty syringe

•

infusion device screen (“when I looked at infusion device it
was set for…”)

•

patient’s vital signs (“awake and responsive”)

[IN07]	
  
“patient on s / c [subcutaneous] diamorpine cyclzine syringe
driver ( pallative care ) prescribed over 24 hours commenced
at 13.30 when i came out of handover the pump was alarming
when i looked the syringe was empty when i looked at infusion
device it was set for 8 hours not 24hrs.patient awake and
reponsive.” (Report 5950)
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Table 4: Error diagnosis by combination of environmental cue
Combination of environmental
cues
Infusion device screen and
prescription
Infusion device screen and
empty bag of medication (or
syringe)
Medication label and infusion
device screen
Medication label, prescription
and infusion device screen
Prescription, empty bag of
medication (or syringe) and
infusion device screen

Number of reports
19
8
5
4
3

4.3.2. Sensing the passing of time
Aside from environmental cues, a further way of detecting errors in
infusion rates seems to be that staff sense the passing of time and
mentally keep track of the completion and non-completion of
infusions:

[IN07]	
  
“…SN [staff nurse] realised 30mins had elapsed and there
had been no beep to indicate 15minutes was gone. When the
bottle was assessed, more than 24mls had gone…” (Report
3250)

[IN07]	
  
“…Staff were highlighted to a problem when the drug had not
been completely aadministered within the alloted time…”
(Report 770)
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But in another report below, a nurse forgets to stop an infusion at the
scheduled time:
[IN07]	
  
“…His feed was due to finish at 01.00hrs but as i was pre
occupied with another patient in high dependency i forgot to
discontinue the feed at 01.00hrs and remembered at
03.00hrs... .” (Report 7290)

[IN10	
  (Actions	
  preventing	
  reoccurrence)]	
  
“…One suggestion the nurses are looking at is setting volume
of the feed on the pump and this will alarm whe the set dose is
reached . This will alert the nurse to the feeding regime set
time . .” (Report 7290)

In five reports staff mention that they expected infusion devices to
alarm and remind them when to stop an infusion, but that no alarm
sounds, for example:

[IN07]	
  
“…I took over the care and realised that 7.24mls had been
infused but the alarm had not sounded to say infusion
complete . Baby had over infused amount of .24mls = 1mg
extra…” (Report 5170)
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[IN07]	
  
“…it was observed that pt [patient] blood transfusion had not
alarmed to alert nursing staff to it having completed…” (Report
3690)

Over-infusion occurs when staff forget to set the ‘volume to be
infused’ (two of the five reports) and receive no alert that an infusion
is complete. Over-infusion also happens when staff assume infusion
devices retain the ‘volume to be infused’ setting after being switched
off and on (1 report) and after restarting an infusion (report 1290,
below).

In two of the reports staff believe the lack of alarm is due to a faulty
device and send it to an engineer to be checked. However, in one of
the two reports another member of staff, possibly a manager, adds a
comment indicating the device is not faulty and that staff have not
followed the correct procedure:

[IN07]	
  
“Infant prescribed 50mls of blood , however , received 64mls .
First syringe administered 27mls of blood and second unit
sent for . When 13 mls left in first syringe , the infusion was
stopped and more blood drawn up . However , volume limit
not rechecked when infusion recommenced , it was assumed
that the volume limit would alarm at 50mls when infusion
completed - thus infant received 14mls more of blood . Infant
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reviewed by medical staff Infant well and alert . Pump
removed from circulation . Parents informed . (Report 1290)

[IN11	
  (Apparent	
  Causes)]	
  
“KBM [knowledge-based mistake] - Guideline clear in respect
of volume for syringes and stting alarm limits . Latent failure further training required regarding Alaris Asena pumps . Staff
prefer to use Ivac P3000 as more familiar with this . Guideline
does not clearly state volume for syringes and alarm setting .
Volume limits to be recorded no nurse chart hourly .” (Report
1290)
4.3.3. Nurses as detectives
Taken as a batch of 106, the reports paint a picture of nurses playing
detective, piecing together clues from infusion devices, the
surrounding environment and their own experience, to diagnose
errors in a busy and complex hospital setting. In HCI terms, we could
describe this as distributed cognition, as nurses are using
‘knowledge in the head’ and ‘knowledge in the world’ to do this
(Hollan, Hutchins, and Kirsh, 2000; Norman, 1988).

The working environment is complex because each hospital or ward
has its own procedures, each drug has its own administration
guidelines (protocol) (UCL Hospitals, 2010) and each type of infusion
device has multiple configurations for use (NPSA, 2004).
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Examining which environmental cues are most commonly used when
nurses detect and diagnose errors could lead to design insights for
future technology or work practices. (See Discussion chapter, section
5.4.)

4.4. When are errors in infusion parameters detected?
According to the reports, errors were often detected and diagnosed
during a check of the infusion rate by a nurse or consultant, when an
infusion was already up and running. Errors were detected at a
separate time to when an infusion was set up, for example:

•

at the beginning of a shift or when a patient (and their infusion
device) transferred from a different ward or to (or from) an
operating theatre

•

when medication or fluids had run out and an intravenous
infusion needed changing

The check may involve looking at the patient’s prescription,
calculating the prescribed dose into the correct rate for an
intravenous infusion and checking the display of the infusion device.
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Table 5: Incorrect rates on infusion devices: error detection by
independent checking
Start of shift safety check/ check
13 reports
on transfer of patient/routine
administration checks/
Informal checking: “checking the
17 reports
infusion device” - no mention of
‘shift’, ‘routine’ or ‘patient transfer’
Error noticed while changing an
4 reports
infusion
Two nurses working together
2 reports
found error
Report 5550 (below) mentions a routine administration check, while
report 4430 (below) illustrates a shift handover check:

[IN07]
“During routine intravenous drug administration I was
checking perscription when noticed that the ivac [portable
infusion device] had been set at the incorrect rate... (Report
5550)

[IN07]
“… Noticed rate as handed over from night staff running at
incorrect rate…” (Report 4430)

Error diagnosis by incoming shift workers is a phenomenon
described by Reason (1990) as discovery by ‘fresh eyes’. Reason
cites the 1979 Three Mile Island incident in the US, where it was a
supervisor on an incoming shift who diagnosed the problem after
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colleagues on the previous shift detected an error but were unable to
diagnose it correctly.

The discovery of infusion rate errors through routine checking at shift
handover and during nurses’ breaks is mentioned by a study by
Thomas and Panchagnula (2008). The 2008 study analysed NRLS
reports of incidents involving medication in intensive care or high
dependency units.
4.4.2. Informal checking
Does some checking happen outside formal shift handover or routine
administration duties? Seventeen reports mention nurses checking a
colleague’s work and finding errors in infusion device rates – but
don’t mention ‘shift handover’, ‘routine administrative check’ or
‘patient transfer’. Without interviewing the reporters, it’s impossible to
say whether these checks were part of formal duties or staff
conscientiously taking it upon themselves to check. The author has
classified these 17 checks as ‘informal checking’. An example:

[IN07]
“SN [staff nurse] checked on patients midazolam infusion ,
the correct dose was prescribed . On checking the pump , it
was noticed that it was set at the wrong dose.” (Report 2630)
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The number of informal checks could be even higher. In some
reports staff must have checked an infusion device’s display but do
not mention the word checking, for example:

[IN07]
“Discovered that the patient newly started drug infusion rate (
dose ) is wrong .” (Report 7730)

4.5. Why errors go undetected
4.5.1. Lack of checking
A lack of accuracy in programming an infusion rate can leave
patients without pain relief for hours on end or it can lead to a
dangerous overdose of a strong medication like morphine. Checking
colleagues’ work seems to be a valuable way of catching this type of
error (see section 4.4.).

Could more errors be caught this way? Eight reports cite a lack of
checking. Three of the eight relate to infusions of a long duration that
the reporter believes were not checked, for example:

[IN10]
“…Drug was running at the incorrect rate for 24 hours without
being checked properly by staff ..” (Report 4010)
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A further eight reporters consider that one way of preventing infusion
rate errors is for staff to check each other’s drug calculations (known
in hospitals as ‘double checking’) and infusion device programming
when setting up an intravenous infusion or renewing one. An
example:

[IN11]
“…Double check all infusions when starting or changing a
dose on the pump .…” (Report 7730)

4.5.2. ‘Double checking’ at set-up
So will double checking the initial set-up of an intravenous infusion
catch all programming or drug calculation errors? Apparently not. In
five of the reports, infusion device programming errors or drug dose
miscalculations happened despite two people checking each other’s
work, for example:

[IN07]
“…Recalulated dose and checked with staff nurse , but we
worked out mg / hr rate instead of mls / hr intended . Pump
ran on higher infusion rate for 10mins …” (Report 4930)

Studies have suggested (Armitage, 2009; Alsulami, Conroy &
Choonara, 2012) that double checking fails to catch errors when it is
not carried out in a truly independent way. By ‘truly independent’
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Armitage means where two qualified colleagues carry out their check
at different times, in different places.
Additionally, Armitage (2009) suggests the two people checking
must:

•

individually take responsibility for the checking and not
presume the other will do it

•

always exercise critical faculties – the task must not
deterioriate into an automatic process

•

avoid being influenced by the other’s position of authority

4.5.3. Belief that infusion devices are correctly programmed
Some reporters believe strongly that they’ve programmed an infusion
device correctly (two reports). For example:

[IN11] “… I know I cleared the rate & set the infusion to 20mls
hr as I am very particular about checking the pump verbilising
the rate & volume out loud prior to leaving the room…” (Report
5930)

Another reporter finds out there’s an error in the infusion parameters
they set up earlier then sends the device to the technician to
investigate. The technician finds nothing wrong with the infusion
device “no fault found” (see below). Despite the nurse’s belief that
she or he had correctly programmed the device, could she or he
have set the wrong infusion parameters? Without examining the
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device’s event log, it’s impossible to say.

[IN07]	
  
“Checked on patient 24hour IV [intravenous] aminophylline
whcih was due changing at 1800, pump display screen stated
66mls remaining to be infused and 962 already infused. This
was correct however there was actually 300 mls remaining in
the bag. All calculations including infusion rate set correctly
which included the volume of the additive. The infusion was
run continously from being started the previous day with no
interuptions or breaks . . (Report 6410)

[IN11]	
  
See AIMS WO [Technical workshop report number] 34493 no fault found.” (Report 6410)

4.6. Dealing with terseness and ambiguity in reports
4.6.1. Tiredness, time pressure and sparseness of detail
Studies that have explored NRLS data have cited the sparseness of
data and quality of data as problems that hinder analysis (Cassidy et
al., 2011; Vincent, 2004). Cassidy et al. suggest the sparseness is
due to reporters with limited knowledge of an incident.

An alternative explanation for the sparseness may be that incident
reports are often written when staff are tired: “Even though all staff
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are encouraged to write up incidents soon after they happen, incident
reports are often written at the end of a long shift when staff are tired
and in a rush to go home.” (Medical device safety officer, personal
communication, 17.04.15.)

Of the 106 reports examined, 26 (25%) have just three or fewer
sentences. Some of them read like old-fashioned telegrams, where
the cost of the telegram depended on the number of words. Compare
below:

•

[IN07]
“Patients PCA [patient controlled analgesic] infusion
was incorrectly programmed . Drug concentration
programmed at 10.0 mcg / ml . Prescribed at 10mg /
ml.” (Report 7690)

•

Telegram sent by US explorer Robert Peary, 1909:
“Stars and Stripes nailed to North Pole. Peary” (Crystal,
2003).

Details to make report 7690 more useful include:
•

the name of the drug

•

how long the infusion was running at the incorrect rate
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•

when and where the incident happened

•

who was involved in the incident and job title

•

patient details such as age

•

any effects on the patient’s health and wellbeing

•

who discovered the problem and how they discovered it

•

what was done to remedy the underdose

In reports as sparse as 7690, there is no proper narrative: no
beginning, middle and end that we expect to see as a reader
(Murray, 2015).
4.6.2. Ellipsis (missing words)
In report 7690 there are also individual words missing – a linguistic
feature called ‘ellipsis’ – that the reader is having to fill in for themself
(Crystal, 2003): The patient’s PCA infusion was incorrectly
programmed. The drug concentration was programmed at 10.0 mcg /
ml. The drug was prescribed at 10mg/ml.

Ellipsis is present in 90 reports (85%). The type of word missing
varies from the definite and indefinite articles to the subject of the
verb ‘I’ or ‘We’. When “I” or “We” is missing, it is known as a null
subject or a subjectless verb (Scott, 2013).

	
  [IN07]	
  
“…Stopped when realised had set it wrongly . Informed
cardiology SHO [senior house officer] who was reviewing pt
[patient]…” (4930)
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In report 4930 above, we instinctively fill in the subject as ‘I’: “I
stopped when I realised I had set it wrongly.” From past experience
we realise that in diary-style narratives or email messages (a similar
medium to NRLS incident reports) ‘I’ is the most likely candidate
(Scott, 2013).

The large number of reports containing subjectless verbs meant that
many reports were not noticed to be first person reports, as the
author was coding for the words “I” and “We” and these personal
pronouns were missing from many reports.

Although ellipsis and in particular subjectless verbs do not prevent
the reader from understanding a report, by using them the reporter
compounds any existing ambiguity in the sentence and makes the
audience work harder, which goes against Grice’s maxims of
conversation (Ritter, Baxter & Churchill, 2014).
4.6.3. Informativeness and co-operation
As the reporter of an incident, if you consider your audience to be
your colleagues on the ward or hospital management, you are likely
to assume they know the context: the ward, its staff, equipment and
procedures.

You may end up compromising on detail. In keeping with the Gricean
principle of quantity: ‘make your communication as informative as
required but not more informative than is required’ (Ritter et al.,
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2014), it is possible that the authors of the 26 very brief reports think
they are being informative enough for their audience.

In report 110 (below) it does not explicitly state that there was a
patient involved and that the patient received an overdose. Nor does
it mention that there was a health professional involved in the
incident. The writer is relying on the reader’s co-operation to fill in the
missing steps (Pinker, 1994).

[IN07]	
  
“Acyclovir iv infusion administered via syringe driver . Volume
to be infused not set and therefore 3mls extra given before
infusion stopped .” (Report 110)

But is the audience for NRLS reports wider than just managers at the
hospital? Yes. The first report of the NRLS Building a memory,
preventing harm, reducing risks and improving patient safety (NPSA,
2005) mentions the use of NRLS data to identify risks nationally. So
the audience for the reports is also the upper echelons of the NHS,
at a different location to the reporter. External readers are likely to
want more detail than is provided in reports 7690 or 110.
4.6.4. Passive verbs obscure people’s roles
Most of the reports (72 reports; 68%) use passive verbs without an
agent, known as ‘short passives’ (Biber, Conrad & Leech, 2002).
The short passive may be used because the reporter doesn’t know
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who the agent is or doesn’t want to reveal their identity (Crystal,
2003).

In the report below, the use of “had been commenced” and “had
been programmed” makes it impossible to know who set up the
infusion and who programmed the infusion device to run at the wrong
rate. And through the use of “It was determined that”, we do not
know who discovered the error.

[IN07]	
  
“Patient had been perscribed an 8hrly bag of IV [intravenous]
5% Glucose fluids that according to the perscription chart had
been commenced at 15.30 . It was determined that only a
small amount of fluid had gone from the bag at 23.00 … the
fluids had been programmed to run at 12.5mls per hour rather
that 125mls ...”	
  (Report 8570)

And in report 2630 (below), the last sentence confuses.

[IN07]	
  
“SN [staff nurse] checked on patients midazolam infusion , the
correct dose was prescribed . On checking the pump , it was
noticed that it was set at the wrong dose . It was set for
150mg / 50ml when it should have been at 180mg / 50ml .
The syringe was labeled correctly . The correct dose was
programmed in on the pump” (Report 2630)
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Does the last sentence mean the staff nurse programmed the
infusion device so that it ran at the correct rate? If the reporter had
used an active verb with a third person subject (staff nurse) we could
have more confidence in the meaning and it would require far less
effort to decode.

The passive sometimes signals formality (Cutts, 2009) and it can
also foster a sense of objective detachment (Biber, Conrad & Leech,
2002). In seven of the reports that are written in the third person,
perhaps by managers reporting events they have not witnessed,
impersonal passive verbs (Cutts, 2009) are used to describe the
actions of a staff member, instead of using the third person: “It was
assumed that..”; “it was determined that..”; “it was discovered that…”;
“it was thought that…”; “it was observed that…”; “it was noted that…”;
“it was noticed that…” These verbs, more common in the active
voice, can sound formal and legalistic in the passive.
4.6.5. Lack of cohesive ties
In the field of discourse analysis Georgakopoulou and Goutsos
(2004) examine the linguistic features that help the reader move
smoothly from sentence to sentence (cohesive ties). Features
include the use of pronouns that refer back to a person mentioned in
a previous sentence, repetition of a word used in a previous
sentence and connectors such as ‘and, because, although, so,
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otherwise, then, however’. These connectors guide the reader to the
speaker’s meaning (Wilson and Sperber, 1986).

In report 3170 (below) the absence of a connector or linking phrase
leaves us unsure if the patient was nauseous because of the
overdose of medication or whether the nausea and urinary retention
are unrelated to the overdose:

[IN07]	
  
“Reviewed patient and discovered PCA [patient controlled
analgesia] had been programmed to give 1ml continuous
background infusion instead of 0.4 ml as per prescription
guideline . Patient was nauseas as well as having urinary
retention .” (Report 3170)

In report 7170 (below) we have to fill in for ourselves that intravenous
paracetamol was prescribed because the patient developed a fever:

[IN07]	
  
“The patient became febrile . Intravenous paracetamol was
prescribed as required…” (Report 7170).

In report 2170 below, the subjectless verb (“Informed Sister…”) and
short passive (“Night sister and day sister informed…”) result in a
lack of personal pronouns that would otherwise connect the
sentences better for the reader.
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[IN07]	
  
“Care taken over by day staff on morning safety checks noted
that morphine infusion was running at 100mcg / kg / hr and a
volume to be infused had not been set into the pump .
Informed Sister who had cared for patient overnight and had
set up infusion . We then set a volume to be infused for the
dose that remained also informed night staff nurse who had
checked the infusion originally . Night sister and day sister
informed also and advised to complete IR1 . .” (Report 2170)
4.6.6. Contributions from more than one person
When reading a text, we usually assume it has been produced by
one person (Georgakopoulou and Goutsos, 2004). It jolts us if the
report suddenly switches from one person to another without
warning, as in report 5930 (below) which apparently contains
contributions from two people.

[IN07]	
  
“The intravenous antibiotic had completed therefore I ( ssn )
[senior staff nurse] changed the infusion... the alarm on the
imed pump started to bleep & my collegue went in to attend to
the pump... She told me that the infusion had gone through &
the pump was reading 520mls / hr …” (Report 5930)

[IN10:]	
  
“…SSN [senior staff nurse] put on supervised practice...”
(Report 5930)
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In IN07 the report starts off with a first person reporter (“I changed
the infusion”) but in IN10 switches into a passive sentence written
about the senior staff nurse (“SSN put on supervised practice”).

At least 11 reports (10%) have contributions from two people.
4.6.7. Abbreviations and technical language
A further source of ambiguity is that many reporters use
abbreviations for job titles, medical conditions and medical
procedures, assuming the reader will be familiar with them. Fifty-five
reports (52%) contained abbreviations.
Below are some examples:

•

“pt went into svt” (report 2890) – ‘patient went into
supraventricular tachycardia’

•

“TPN” (report 6250) – total parenteral nutrition

•

“HON” (report 4530) – head of nursing

•

“CSCI” (report 6330) – continuous subcutaneous infusion

•

“PCA” (report 3170) - patient controlled analgesia

•

“CD” (report 7090) – controlled drug

And certain words such as ‘overloaded’ and ‘witnessed’ have a
specific meaning in the nursing community that outsiders may not
recognise. ‘Overloaded’ is used to mean ‘excessive accumulation of
fluid’ and ‘witnessed’ is used to describe a colleague checking one’s
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drug calculation or programming of an infusion device (Toft &
Mascie-Taylor, 2005).
4.6.8. Lack of chronological order
In report 4990 below, the order of events is reported in a way that is
difficult to follow.
[IN07]	
  
“at 16.30 patients tirofiban infusion found to be running at
121mls per hour instead of 21mls per hour . infusion had been
prescribed and commenced in cath labs [cardiac
catheterization lab] . a total of 125mls had been infused at this
point . patient had returned to ward at 15.40 . SpR [specialist
registrar] and consultant informed . to stop infusion and
observe patient for signs of bleeding .” (Report 4990)
[IN10]	
  
“Medical device sent to electronics . .” (Report 4990)
[IN11]	
  
“cath lab nurse and ward nurse to check rate being infused
before leaving recovery . .” (Report 4990)

The narrative sets the scene with an incorrect infusion rate running at
4.30pm. Using the past perfect tense, the narrative then skips back
to an earlier time and place: “infusion had been prescribed and
commenced in cath labs”.

In the next sentence “a total of 125mls had been infused at this point
”, we have to guess that “…at this point” refers to “at 16.30” rather
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than “in the cath labs”. Narratives with this type of mechanism – a
flashback to an earlier time – are more difficult to understand than
chronological accounts of events (Ohtsuka and Brewer, 2009).

The report also suffers from passive verbs and ellipsis – all these
linguistic features combine to tax the reader.
4.6.9. First person reports
Cassidy et al.’s 2011 study of NRLS reports involving anaesthetic
equipment suggests that reports written in the first person (“I” or
“We”) tend to be more detailed and useful, as they may be written by
the clinician involved.

However, examining first person reports on rate errors on infusion
devices this author found that writing in the first person was no
guarantee of a detailed and useful report.

Only six of the 24 reports written in first person were judged clear
and detailed enough for an external researcher to understand the
circumstances of the incident and who played which role in the
incident.

The rest of the first person reports (18 reports) were lacking in the
areas outlined in 4.6.1 to 4.6.7. They missed out vital details such as
the name of the drug; they failed to give the full narrative; they
contained contributions from several people; and they had a
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tendency to slip in and out of the passive, leaving it ambiguous as to
who carried out which actions.

At a late point in the study the author realised that many more of the
106 reports than initially thought, may be written in the first person.
Only those reports that contained “I”, “We”, “me”, “myself” and “us”
were noticed and coded as first person. However, many reporters
use subjectless verbs (Scott, 2013) (see 4.6.2.).

It is a common misconception that “I” or “We” should be avoided
when writing reports but these personal pronouns serve to make
writing clearer (Cutts, 2009).

To add to the ambiguity, some reports contain a mix of first person
and third person, as they contain contributions from more than one
person (see 4.6.6.).

The clearest reports mentioning “I” or “We” wrote in a step-by-step, ‘I
did this, then I noticed that’ format (six reports). Of these six, three
reporters were directly involved in an infusion rate error and also
discovered it; two were involved in an error that someone else
discovered; one reporter discovered an error and was not involved in
it.
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4.6.10. Formal language
Verbs like ‘state’ and phrases like ‘the nurse concerned’ contribute to
the formality of some of the reports written in the third person,
perhaps written by managers reporting events they have not
witnessed:
“… the nurse concerned has stated that…” (report 4050); “The staff
nurse … stated that she was not aware of …” (report 7950); “… who
stated that no action was needed…” (report 1730)

4.7. Limitations of using James Reason’s three modes of
detection
The terseness and ambiguity of the reports (see 4.6.) made it difficult
to categorise reports into Reason’s (1990) three modes of error
detection. During analysis it became clear that many of the reports
fail to mention who was involved in the error at the ‘sharp end’
(Reason, 1997) – the nurses and consultants who are in contact with
patients.

This ambiguity affected all three categories. For category 1 (Error
detection by self monitoring) it was not always possible to tell
whether the person detecting an infusion device error had been
involved in the error or not.

For category 2 (Environmental cue flags up your error) many reports
mentioned environmental cues but it was not clear whether the cues
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helped people detect an error they had been involved with, or
someone else’s error.

For category 3 (Other people notice your error and tell you) it was not
always possible to know from the reports whether staff were
detecting someone else’s error or an error they had been involved
with.
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Chapter 5: Discussion

This chapter discusses the importance of error detection as a way of
mitigating infusion rate errors: errors where infusion devices are set
at the wrong volume or rate, and where a patient experiences an
overdose or underdose of medication, a hormone, nutrition or blood.

This chapter also looks at ways of improving the clarity of reports
submitted to the National Reporting and Learning System (NRLS).
Improving clarity could add to NHS England’s knowledge about
errors with infusion devices, in line with the organisation’s stated aim
of “continual learning around safety improvement” (NHS England,
2015b).

Of the 439 NRLS incident reports sampled randomly from 8,877
reports that mention infusion devices, 106 reports (24%) mention
volume or rate errors – discrepancies between the prescribed dose
and the programmed rate on the infusion device.

The reports covered seven years (from January 2005 to December
2011 inclusive). If we assume that the 24% we found in our random
sample is representative of the whole set of reports, this would
amount to 2,130 incidents involving infusion device volume or rate
errors for a seven-year period across England and Wales. This would
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represent an annual figure of 304 incidents that could potentially be
mitigated through earlier detection – or preferably prevented.

As studies have found that incidents are underreported (Husch et al.,
2005) the number of incidents per year involving infusion rate errors
is likely to be higher than reported.

5.1. The effects of volume and rate errors in infusions
5.1.1. Errors harm patients
In the 106 reports analysed, while most incidents were classified as
no harm (89 reports, 84%), 12 were classified as low harm (11%),
three were classified as moderate harm (3%), one as severe harm
(1%) and there was one fatality (1%). (Percentages have been
rounded up or down.)

In the report citing the fatality, it’s not possible to establish how far
the infusion device error contributed to the patient’s death, without
access to the subsequent investigation.

However, there have been news reports of infusion device
programming errors resulting in fatalities. In 2007 in Canada Denise
Melanson received a four-day dose of chemotherapy drugs in four
hours and died 22 days later (Paddock, 2007), and in Bristol,
England in 2011 baby Maisie Waters received a daily dose of feed in
one hour and died the same day (“Baby Maisie Waters died”, 2012).
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5.1.2. Errors affect nurses
The 106 reports hardly mention the emotional effect on nurses of
making a programming error and whether nurses might need
psychological support (just 3 reports mention support or counselling).
Other studies (Treiber and Jones, 2010) show that making a
programming error can leave nurses with feelings of anxiety for the
health of their patients and feelings of guilt and incompetence.
5.1.3. Errors create extra work
After detecting a volume error or rate error, nurses sometimes have
to carry out extra work to compensate for the error:

•

8 reports mention extra observations of the patient

•

13 reports mention extra procedures such as changing the
infusion rate to let the patient ‘catch up with’ the dose; running
a blood test; giving a dose of medication to put things right

•

38 reports mention liaising with senior medical staff on what
action to take

Clearly, reducing the number of volume or rate errors would benefit
patients, staff and the whole NHS.

5.2. Preventing volume or rate errors
One potential method of preventing volume or rate errors may be the
introduction of so-called smart pumps running dose error reduction
systems (DERS). DERS allows hospitals to set maximum and
minimum doses for individual drugs (Iacovides et al., 2014). These
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pre-set limits can be ‘soft’ or ‘hard’, where a soft limit gives an alert
that can be overridden and the hard limit prevents staff from
continuing (Husch et al., 2005).

But Husch et al. (2005) acknowledge that DERS will only detect
programming errors that fall outside a hospital’s pre-set limits. DERS
will not alert nurses to doses that are within the pre-set limits but are
the wrong dose for the patient or the wrong drug for the patient.

To detect a broader range of errors, Husch et al. (2005) recommend
the computerisation and linking of all relevant sources of information.
An infusion device must be linked to the patient’s medical record, to
the patient’s prescription via a computerised prescriber order entry
(CPOE) and the infusion device must be able to read the label of the
patient’s medication via a bar coded medication administration
system (BCMA).

But how feasible is such an implementation at hospitals? Looking at
the track record of NHS IT projects such as the electronic patient
record system (Syal, 2013), implementation is likely to be costly and
difficult to achieve.

5.3. Error monitoring and detection
In the meantime, the NHS could work on mitigating the effects of
infusion device errors, through monitoring and detection. Monitoring
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and detection involves observation, probing, interpreting, confirming
and managing errors (Hollnagel, 2004).

Hollnagel suggests monitoring and detection can be done by
technology such as an early warning system, by humans or by
humans using technology. In the NHS, where nurses are the last line
of defence (Reason, 2004) between the patient and a potential
overdose or underdose, it makes sense for nurses to monitor and
detect. Nurses are also the primary users of infusion devices
(Iacovides, Cox & Blandford, 2013).

From the 106 reports it looks like monitoring and detection does
happen in some NHS hospitals some of the time, in the form of
checks that staff carry out on colleagues’ work (see Results chapter,
section 4.4.). These checks discover discrepancies between the
prescribed dose and the running infusion rate.

Nurses are traditionally good at observation. After all, it is their job to
monitor their patients’ conditions. Nurses’ skill at detecting errors is
mentioned in a study by Rogers, Dean, Hwang and Scott (2007) who
credit nurses with detecting more medication errors than other
healthcare staff, although it’s not clear whether these errors involved
infusion devices.
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While section 4.4. in the Results chapter describes nurses detecting
errors by checking running infusions, many errors don’t get detected
early enough to prevent patients receiving a considerable overdose
or to experience an underdose for several hours. Indeed, in three
reports errors remained undetected for a whole shift or longer (see
section 4.5. of Results) and 8 reports stress the need for checking
infusion rates, seeing it as a way of preventing recurrence of a
volume or rate error.

As reporters believe that checking can detect errors, this suggests
that increasing the amount of checking could increase the number of
errors detected.

5.4. Design implications for infusion devices and the
organisations that use them
This section puts forward suggestions for error prevention and error
mitigation drawn from HCI and STS.
5.4.1. Increasing contact between nurses and patients
To increase the amount of checking staff carry out on running
infusions – and to see if it increases the number of errors detected –
it would be necessary to increase the amount of contact between
staff and patients (and their infusion devices).

Increasing contact is exactly what the UK government suggested in
2012: hourly ward rounds, where a nurse checks on every patient
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(Topping, 2012). The ward round could include a check on patients’
infusion devices.

But from the torrent of nurses’ comments (52 comments) in response
to a Nursing Times article about the same topic (Ford, 2012), it’s
clear that nurses feel they do not have time to make ward rounds.
Nurses cite understaffing and increased workloads preventing them
from spending time with patients and causing stress.

Stress and fatigue are known to be factors that increase error rates in
the medical world (Toft & Mascie-Taylor, 2005). Of the 106 reports,
three mention busy shifts, one reporter mentions being tired on a
night shift, while another reporter is taken off night shifts after making
a programming error.

In a study by Keers, Williams, Cooke and Ashcroft (2015) one nurse
describes her response to a demanding workload as working on
‘auto-pilot’ with no time to monitor what she is doing.

Keers et al. (2015) describe how nurses priorities are not the safe
administration of intravenous medications, instead their priorities are
getting all the intravenous medications set up before the night shift
clocks on.
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To reduce infusion rate errors, organisations could therefore look at
issues such as staffing levels and shift working – latent conditions
(Reason, 1997) – that may be contributing to errors at the sharp end.
5.4.2. Safety culture and leadership
To increase the number of proactive checks by staff on running
infusions, it may be necessary to change the organisation: engineer
a safety culture (Reason, 1997).

A Health and Safety Executive (HSE) research report (O’Dea & Flin,
2003) stresses the importance of leadership to promote a safety
culture. Leadership at all levels of management needs to be
proactive: executives, middle managers, frontline managers and
team leaders.

The HSE report (2003) says that to create a safety-focused culture,
senior managers need to take a proactive approach – take an
interest and communicate to staff the importance of safety.

While the HSE report (2003) looks at evidence from European
industries such as mining and nuclear power, and the UK’s largest
private sector companies, where safety means either the safety of
employees or the safety of the public, the overall principles are likely
to apply equally to healthcare where it’s primarily patient safety that
is at stake (Flin & Yule, 2004).
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And indeed the high profile failure of Stafford hospital, with its lack of
a safety culture and attendant poor patient care between 2005 and
2009, resulting in several hundred patient deaths (Campbell, 2013),
may offer relevant lessons.

The Report of the Mid Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust Public
Inquiry (Francis, 2013) made a link between lack of leadership and
poor safety standards. 	
  

The HSE report (2003) recognises that promoting safety is an
important part of the job of supervisor or team leader, and that the
style of leadership is an influencing factor. Supportive, good quality
supervision leads to more positive safety outcomes, as does a more
participatory form of supervision that focuses on teamwork, good
communication, good relationships and valuing staff.

Participatory supervision leads to more employee compliance with
rules, according to the HSE report (2003). Participatory supervision
may be of interest to 5 NRLS reporters who cite employees not
following the rules as the probable cause of infusion rate errors.

Aside from management style, another factor that influences staff
behaviour is manager’s behaviour. If supervisors (or executives)
model safe or unsafe behaviour, this has a reinforcing effect on staff
(Flin & Yule, 2003). Flin and Yule’s study looked at leadership
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behaviour that fosters a safety culture in industry, with a view to
applying lessons to healthcare.

On the wards, it is the behaviour of nursing leaders that sets the
standard for quality and patient safety among staff nurses.

In a study of effective leadership behaviours among senior charge
nurses Agnew and Flin (2013) found examples where nursing
leaders increased communication about safety issues, set safety
targets and praised staff nurses for safety-compliant behaviour – and
this led to more motivated staff nurses and increased patient safety.

Agnew and Flin’s study looked at generic safety issues such as hand
washing hygiene but the principle could be applied to any aspect of
safety such as checking infusion rates.

Setting safety targets and increasing communication about safety
issues might help those reporters who mention a lack of checking of
running infusions (see Results, section 4.5.1.).
5.4.3. Removing the distractions that cause errors
In the batch of 106 reports, one report mentions a nurse being
distracted and making a programming error, one report mentions a
nurse getting interrupted and making a mistake while drawing up
medication and in one report a nurse describes being so pre-
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occupied with one patient that he or she forgets to attend to the
needs of a second.

These incidents are echoed in a study by Keers et al. (2015), who
paint a picture of a noisy, chaotic working environment and quote a
nurse who makes a programming error because she is distracted by
colleagues and patients while checking the infusion device.

In a study by Treiber and Jones (2010) a nurse who once made a
medication administration error while talking to a patient, creates her
own rule to help herself concentrate on the task in hand. She tells
patients not to talk to her while she is administering medication.
Admittedly it’s not clear whether the nurse is using an infusion device
or not but the principle is the same.

In a chaotic working environment, where attentional capture may
happen through distraction by an external feature or through
preoccupation with one’s workload (Reason, 1995), it is no wonder
that slips and lapses happen.

One feature that might improve the situation is a mechanism that
blocks out distractions while nurses carry out the vital tasks of
calculating drug doses, programming infusion devices and checking
each other’s calculations and programming. It could be a formal
procedure that encourages patients, visitors and other staff not to
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interrupt someone who is checking the rate on an infusion device
(Treiber & Jones, 2010) or a dedicated quiet space for calculating
drug doses. A study by Dickinson, McCall, Twomey and James
(2010) mentioned one of the biggest issues affecting checking drug
calculations was overcrowding in a drug preparation area.

Further research would need to be done on mechanisms that
encourage patients and staff not to interrupt nurses preparing and
administering medication. A literature review by Raban and
Westbrook (2014) acknowledges problems with ‘no interruptions
vests’ and found only weak evidence that interventions can reduce
distraction.
5.4.4. Make important information visually salient
In 26 of the 106 reports (24 %), reporters diagnosed errors by
comparing the prescribed rate of medication on a prescription with
the infusion rate running on the infusion device.

This suggests that these two items of information are vital to error
detection. It is important to make them easy to see and easy to
compare with one another. If hospitals implement ‘smart pump’
technology and link it to prescription information (computerised
prescriber order entry (CPOE)), a patient’s electronic records and bar
coded medication administration (BCMA), this comparison could be
done through software. The software could warn of any mismatch
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between the prescription, the medication label and the infusion rate
programmed on the infusion device.

Meanwhile, in the non-networked, non-smart pump world hospitals
could make sure these two items of information are salient enough to
capture attention (Rogers et al., 2011). If nurses currently have to
forage for prescription data among batches of paperwork, then the
information is not salient. If prescription data is ‘buried’ among other
written patient information, hospitals could look at ways of making
the information stand out from the other information that surrounds it.

Ways of making information more visually salient include making it
bigger, highlighting it with colour and adding space around it to make
it stand out from other information (Rogers et al., 2011).

There may also be an issue with infusion device displays: staff may
find the display and figures on it difficult to read, according to one of
the 106 reports. The reporter suggests staff need extra training to
help them but equally, an ethnographic study could look at the
design of the device and the context of use. A study by Brixey,
Zhang, Johnson and Turley (2009) found legibility issues with
infusion devices due to a range of factors including ambient lighting,
screen contrast, font size and position of the device.
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5.4.5. Mechanism for keeping track of infusions
In the Results chapter, section 4.3.2, one of the 106 reports mentions
a nurse forgetting to stop an infusion at the scheduled time, which
leads to an over-infusion of nutrition to a diabetic causing raised
blood glucose. The same report offers a potential (but unproven)
solution: infusion devices can be used as digital reminders – staff
could set an alarm on the device to tell them when the required dose
has been delivered to the patient.

Five of the 106 reports mention staff relying on an infusion device to
alert them when the required dose has completed – but the alert
never comes and patients receive overdoses of painkillers,
antibiotics and over-infusions of blood.

These errors would presumably not occur if the exact amount of
medication, blood or nutrition was used with the infusion device, as
over-infusion would not be possible. And indeed in one of the 106
reports a head of nursing says to a nurse that she must adopt this
practice to reduce over-infusion errors.

However, if it’s not possible for staff to use the exact amount of
medication prescribed, an alternative could be to use a separate
timer – digital or analogue – to remind staff to stop or change an
infusion. Further evidence for the need for a timer can be found in a
study by Iacovides, Cox and Blandford (2013), which mentions
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nurses hanging clocks on infusion device stands and setting the
clocks’ hands to the time of the next infusion check.

This fits with theories in the field of distributed cognition, which
describes people’s tendency to offload cognitive effort into the
environment where possible (Hollan, Hutchins & Kirsh, 2000).

While out of the scope of this study, it would be interesting to
investigate how nurses used to keep track of which patients needed
medication at which times – before infusion devices came on to the
scene – to see if there are design implications for future generations
of infusion device. In the field of distributed cognition, Hollan et al.
(2000) cite the case of airline cockpit automation, where a traditional
electromechanical feature (the airspeed tape) was redesigned into a
new digital display. The new design was done without knowledge of
all the ways in which pilots used the old version and the new digital
display was not as meaningful to pilots as the old version.

5.5. Recommendations for improving data quality in NRLS
reports
The recommendations below come from the findings presented in
the Results chapter, section 4.6.
5.5.1. Tailor the report to your audience
Believing that there is only a limited local audience for your incident
report may lead you to write in ‘shorthand’ (for examples, see Results
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section 4.6.1) leaving out the step-by-step detail of what happened
that would be vital for the understanding of an audience who are not
familiar with your hospital and its procedures.

Nurses writing incident reports may believe their reports will only be
read by local managers in their hospital. They may not know that
their report may be transferred into the NRLS and subsequently used
by NHS England to analyse trends.

As one senior pharmacy technician said: "I have never been told that
NRLS reports go beyond your own hospital, let alone the whole trust
nor that they are used nationally. Maybe if people were more aware
of how far they are disseminated, we may be more careful in
completing them." (Senior pharmacy technician, personal
communication, 21.08.15.)

Reporters should take as much care filling in the free text fields as
they do when selection options from drop-down menus, as the free
text fields are also used for identifying themes and patterns (NPSA,
2005).
5.5.2. Reporter identity and role
In the 106 reports examined, there is only one instance where a
reporter mentions their job title in the free text field IN07 (‘Description
of what happened’). It’s important for the reader to know who the
reporter is for several reasons. If you know the reporter’s job title, it
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can help you understand their place in the NHS hierarchy, and hence
their world view (Checkland and Poulter, 2006).

Understanding the world view of all stakeholders in a complex work
environment (such as a hospital) is a key part of Checkland and
Poulter’s soft systems methodology, which first seeks to understand
and then suggest improvements to a problem situation.

A second reason for needing the reporter’s job title is to establish the
authenticity or credibility of a report. Reports can be made
anonymously via an NRLS web form (www.nrls.npsa.nhs.uk/report-apatient-safety-incident), although NHS England says most reports
come via hospitals’ local IRSs such as Datix (NPSA, n.d.-b).

As a reader you need to understand the role of the reporter in the
incident (See 5.5.4. ‘Who, What, Why, Where, When’). A field in the
NRLS form requires staff to specify their role in an incident, from a
drop-down list including:

•

Assisting with care delivery / procedure / treatment

•

Informed of the incident

•

Witness to the incident

For this study the author was not given access to the field. Even if
the author had been given access, she would have had to find the
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information and mentally add it to the information in the IN07 free text
field. It would make it easier for the reader if the reporter added their
job title and role to IN07, for example “I’m a staff nurse and I saw X”.
(See also 5.5.4.)

Ellipsis, where reporters miss out words from sentences, (see
Results, section 4.6.2) and short passives that obscure who carried
out which action, (Results, section 4.6.4) added to the difficulty
working out whether a reporter was involved in an incident, had
witnessed an incident or was reporting an incident they had been
informed about but had not witnessed. Again, it helps us understand
a situation better if we know the reporter’s world view (Checkland &
Poulter, 2006).
5.5.3 Headline
It would greatly help the reader if reporters could write a headline for
the incident to summarise it and predict what’s to come for the reader
(Cutts, 2009). The headline helps the reader see whether the report
is relevant or not and helps orient the reader so that they are then
ready to plunge into the detail (Dor, 2003). If each report had a
headline, it would be particularly useful for researchers combing
through hundreds of NRLS reports for those that may be relevant to
a particular theme. The headline should be in a separate field to the
other free text fields so that it does not get confused with the body
text of the report.
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5.5.4. The 5Ws: ‘Who, What, Why, Where, When’
Incident reports, like news stories, should answer the 5Ws +1H of
journalism: Who, What, Why, Where, When and How (Williams,
1985) to provide the reader with the whole story. This would help
address the lack of detail in the reports (See Results chapter, section
4.6.1.).

Vital details such as the degree of harm to the patient (part of the
‘What’) and the role of the reporter in an incident (part of the ‘Who’)
are collected and stored in separate fields of the NRLS form
(https://www.eforms.nrls.nhs.uk/staffreport/incident_report.jsp) and in
Datix.

It forces the reader to piece together the story from its constituent
parts. For example, report 1250 (below) does not even mention the
patient, let alone that the patient was a child and that the incident
caused severe harm to the child:

[IN07]
“Insulin infusion was prescribed at a rate of 0.1 units / kg /
hour which worked out at a rate of 1.6mls per hour based on
the prepared infusion which was at 1 unit of insulin per ml of
fluid . The infusion rate on the pump was however actually
going at only 1ml per hour .” (Report 1250)
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As a reader, we have to add together IN07, the ‘Degree of harm’ field
(PD09), which stated ‘Severe’ and PD05 ‘Speciality - free text’ field,
which stated ‘General Paediatrics’.

Having the date, location, clinical speciality and degree of harm
covered by separate fields in the report form (in the NRLS form and
in local IRSs) may encourage the reporter to miss them out of the
main narrative in IN07.

When reporting an incident, whether in a hospital’s local IRS such as
Datix or in the NRLS, reporters should be encouraged to include all
vital details in the narrative description, regardless of whether they
duplicate details in other fields.
5.5.5. Chronological order
The incident report should be written chronologically from start to
finish, as that is easier for the reader to understand than ‘flashback’
style text (Ohtsuka & Brewer, 2009) where, in the middle of a report,
a reporter suddenly refers back to an earlier time (see 4.6.8.)
5.5.6. Merge free text fields
Of the 106 reports, 48 reporters (45%) write the whole report in just
one field, the ‘Description of what happened’ field, ignoring the
‘Actions preventing reoccurrence’ and ‘Apparent causes’ fields. This
suggests that it may make sense to just have one free text field that
includes a checklist to prompt reporters to include suggestions for
preventing recurrence and outlining causes.
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5.5.7. Multiple contributions
As described in section 4.6.6. of the Results chapter, some reports
contain contributions from several people, which is confusing to the
reader (Georgakopoulous & Goutsos, 2004) as it is often not clear
who is ‘speaking’.

This suggests there should be a clearly labelled field for comments
from a second person. The second person is typically a manager or
technician. This should be separate from IN07. Even if a separate
field is not implemented, there needs to be a clear marker to show
where one person’s contribution ends and another’s starts.
5.5.8. Style guide and training
To help address the terseness and ambiguity of the reports, a style
guide and training could be rolled out to all staff. As one senior
pharmacy technician said: "We are continually encouraged to use
our incident reporting system, even for near misses. But I have never
been given any training in how to complete incident reports.” (Senior
pharmacy technician, personal communication, 21.08.15.)

Drawing on the findings from the Results chapter, section 4.6, the
style guide could include pointers such as:
•

Write a separate headline to summarise the report (see
5.5.3.)

•

Make explicit your job title and role in the incident (5.5.2.)
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•

Write for a national audience as well as a local one (see
5.5.1.)

•

Write reports in chronological order (see 5.5.5.)

•

Cover off the 5Ws and 1H (see 5.5.4.)

•

Make it clear who said what (see 5.5.7.)

•

Write in complete sentences, avoid fragments (University of
York style guide, 2015)

•

Prefer active sentences not passives (Plain English
Campaign, n.d.)

•

Use ‘I’ or We’ (Cutts, 2009)

•

Avoid abbreviations (Cutts, 2009)

•

Avoid using block capitals for the whole report as this makes
it hard to read (GOV.UK style guide, 2015)

If reporters are not used to writing reports, it might help to see an
exemplar – a clear example of an incident report that uses active
verbs and complete sentences.

As far as this author knows, there are no guidelines to help staff fill in
the free text fields of the NRLS. However, standards do exist at
http://www.nrls.npsa.nhs.uk/resources/ to help staff fill in the coded
fields such as ‘type of incident’ and ‘degree of harm’, where staff
select from preset options.
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5.5.9. Labels of free text fields
The current labels of the three main free text fields are ‘Description of
what happened’, ‘Actions preventing Reoccurrence’ and ‘Apparent
causes’. Many reporters fail to include information about possible
causes and ways of preventing an incident happening again and it’s
possible that these labels are to blame. Asking staff about causes
and error prevention is asking them to be human factors experts.

In the 1990s British Airways changed its incident reporting form to
ask more open questions, shifting the burden for analysis to human
factors specialists analysing the forms (Reason, 1997).
5.5.10. Renaming the code ‘user error’
The government report A promise to learn – a commitment to act
(Berwick, 2013) advises the NHS to “abandon blame as a tool” (p.10)
and states that in most cases individual members of staff are not to
blame for patient safety problems and that it is NHS systems,
procedures and working environment that create the conditions that
lead to patient safety problems.

This should be reflected in the terminology used in the NRLS
reporting form. In field IN05 (‘Incident category’) reporters have to
choose between pre-set codes such as ‘Patient accident’,
‘Medication’ and ‘Medical device/equipment’. If reporters select
‘Medical device/equipment’ they then have to select from option such
as ‘Failure of device’ or ‘User error’.
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It would be interesting to change the term ‘user error’ to a more
neutral, more factual term that is less associated with blame.
Possible candidates could be ‘Running infusion rate did not match
prescription’; ‘Concentration of drug in syringe did not match
prescription’ etc.

An alternative would be to get rid of the category code ‘user error’
altogether and leave it to human factors specialists to categorise
incidents. Interestingly, if reporters select ‘Medication’, there appears
to be no further sub-menu to categorise an incident. It means a
medication incident cannot be classified as human error, while a
device incident can.
	
  

5.6. Conclusion
The analysis of NRLS reports shows that checking running infusions
can detect errors in infusion rates – and, as it provides an opportunity
to correct errors, that this can mitigate potential harm to a patient
from an overdose or underdose of medication, hormones, nutrition or
blood.

Rather than error mitigation, preventing errors reaching patients in
the first place is clearly more desirable but it was out of the scope of
this study, as incident reports do not provide enough detail on the
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causality of errors to confidently examine error prevention (Cassidy
et al., 2011).
5.6.1. Caveat for design recommendations
Design recommendations have been provided for infusion devices
and for an organisation’s work practices (section 5.4). But these
recommendations would need to be backed up by ethnographic
studies of the way infusion devices fit (or don’t fit) the way staff work
(Hollan et al., 2000).

Recommendations on the format of reports and reporting have also
been included (section 5.5) as a way of improving the quality of data
in the main free text fields. The recommendations for implementing a
style guide and training on how to write incident reports should be
initially explored with the potential users: all NHS staff and especially
nurses who are the primary users of infusion devices (Iacovides, Cox
and Blandford, 2013). Contextual inquiry should be carried out to
examine how staff use local IRSs.

Style recommendations such as “use active verbs not passive” and
“use ‘I’ or ‘We’” may make reports less anonymous and could be
difficult in institutions where there is a blame culture. A study by FirthCozens, Redfern and Moss (2004) cites a culture of blame and lack
of anonymity as factors preventing staff from reporting incidents. The
government report Learning not blaming (Department of Health,
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2015) acknowledges there is still much work to be done to establish
a culture of openness from top to bottom in the NHS.
5.6.2. Limitations of an analysis of NRLS reports
And there are clear limitations to an analysis of NRLS incident
reports. The analysis is done at a distance from the working
environment of a hospital so lacks context. The researcher had no
access to the reporters of the incidents to clarify what the reporter
thinks happened; explore the significance of the event; or to followup interesting comments. This was also cited as a limitation by
Panesar et al. (2009).

Neither did the researcher have access to the event logs of the
infusion devices or access to others involved in the incident. Incident
reports therefore only give you one side of the story: the reporter’s.

In addition, the extra information that a researcher would gain from
face-to-face interviews is also missing, for example tone of voice and
body language (Georgakopoulou and Goutsos, 2004).

Neither could the researcher pick up environmental clues about
nurses’ interactions with infusion devices nor the socio-technical
insights you might gain from contextual inquiry (Rogers et al., 2011)
or on-site observation of nurses working with colleagues and
managers.
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For this study, the incident reports were anonymous (anonymity was
one of the conditions of getting access to the reports) so there was
no way of knowing which hospital they related to, and therefore no
way of comparing nurses’ views with relevant documentation from
the hospital such as written procedures and protocols.

The anonymity and ambiguity of the reports often prevented the
researcher from understanding who played which role in an incident,
and therefore led to difficulty coding and categorising information, for
example categorising whether errors were discovered by selfmonitoring or by other people (Reason, 1990).

Many of the reports lacked sufficient detail to allow the researcher to
understand the incident and its significance. Faced with gaps in
stories, we have to guard against filling in missing details and
projecting onto them what we think happened (Boyatzis, 1998).

The reports were written in the nurses’ or consultants’ own words
and contained abbreviations and technical terms that were difficult
for a lay person to decode, a difficulty also acknowledged by Treiber
and Jones (2010).

In conclusion, NRLS incident reports are an interesting source of
potential issues to investigate. They give the researcher a fascinating
glimpse into the complex world of NHS hospitals today. The reports
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describe a vast array of issues and are suitable for exploring an open
research question such as ‘What can we learn about topic X from
incident reports?’

However, if the researcher has a more in-depth, closed question to
explore, for example, ‘Would dose error reduction software (DERS)
prevent the infusion device volume and rate errors described in
NRLS reports?’ the reports cannot be relied upon to provide an
answer with any degree of certainty. For this type of question, other
research methods are likely to be more reliable.	
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Appendix 1: Search terms used to create data
set

Below is a complete list of the search terms used to create a dataset
of 8,877 incident reports involving infusion devices from the National
Reporting and Learning Service (NRLS)
Incident dates: between 1 January 2005 and 31 December 2011
(inclusive).
The following free text fields were searched for terms in list A and B
below, using Perl search:
•
•
•
•

IN07 Description of what happened
IN10 Actions Preventing Reoccurrence
IN11 Apparent Causes
DE01 Type of Device

List A
/\bAbbott\b/i
/\bAlaris\b/i
/\bArcomed\b/i
/\bArgus\b/i
/\bAscor\b/i
/\bAtom(\s)medical\b/i
/\bB(\s)Braun\b/i
/\bBaxa\b/i
/\bBaxter(\s)Colleague\b/i
/\bBaxter(\s)Ipump\b/i
/\bBodyguard\b/i
/\bBraun\b/i
/\bCADD(-|\s)Legacy\b/i
/\bCADD(-|\s)Prizm\b/i
/\bCADD(-|\s)Solis\b/i
/\bCarefusion\b/i
/\bMcKinley\b/i
/\bCME\b/i
/\bCMExpress\b/i
/\bCodan(\s)argus\b/i
/\bCurlin\b/i
/\bDai(\s)wha\b/i
/\bDelphi\b/i
/\bDeltec\b/i
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/\bEden\b/i
/\bEureka\b/i
/\bFoures\b/i
/\bFresenius(\s)Kabi\b/i
/\bGemini\b/i
/\bGrasby\b/i
/\bgraseby\b/i
/\bGreen(\s)pump\b/i
/\bHospira\b/i
/\bInfusa\b/i
/\bInfusion(\s)pump\b/i
/\bIradimed\b/i
/\bIvac\b/i
/\bIvantage\b/i
/\bJMS\b/i
/\bLMA\b/i
/\bM16\b/i
/\bMedifusion\b/i
/\bMedima\b/i
/\bMedis\b/i
/\bMedrad\b/i
/\bMicrel\b/i
/\bMicrofuse\b/i
/\bMicropump\b/i
/\bMoog(-|\s)?aitecs\b/i
/\bMP100\b/i
/\bMP101\b/i
/\bMPdaily\b/i
/\bOmnifuse\b/i
/\bPainsmart\b/i
/\bPCA\b/i
/\bPEGA\b/i
/\bPega\b/i
/\bPhoenix\b/i
/\bPump\b/i
/\bSamtronic\b/i
/\bSigma\b/i
/\bSmiths(\s)MS\b/i
/\bSummit\b/i
/\bSyramed\b/i
/\bSyringe(\s)driver\b/i
/\bSyringe(\s)pump\b/i
/\bT34\b/i
/\bTerumo\b/i
/\bUniversal(\s)medical(\s)technolog/i
/\bVen(n)?er(\s)medical\b/i
/\bVolumed\b/i
/\bVolumetric(\s)infusion(\s)pump\b/i
/\bWalkmed\b/i
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/\bZimed\b/i
/\bZol(l)?(\s)medical\b/i
List B
/\bVTBI\b/i
/\bvolume(\s)to(\s)be(\s)infused/i
/\binfusion(\s)rate/i
/\bpressed\b/i
/\bbutton/i
/\bdevice/i
/\bprogrammed\b/i
/\bdisplay/i
/\binterface/i
/\bmiscalculation/i
/\bcalculated/i
/\bcalculation/i
/\bover(-|\s)?infus(?:ed|ion)/i
/\bunder(-|\s)?infus(?:ed|ion)/i
/\broller(\s)clamp/i
/\buser(\s)error/i
/\bfree(\s)flow/i
/\balarm\b/i
/\bover(-|\s)?dose/i
/\bunder(-|\s)?dose/i

Caveat for field PD09 ‘Degree of harm (severity)’
“Please note that analysis based on degree of harm should take into
account that this is subjective to the reporter who may not follow
NPSA Patient guidelines and is sometimes mistaken for potential
rather than actual degree of harm to patient.”
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Appendix 2: Inclusion and exclusion criteria for
incident reports
Inclusion criteria
1. There must be mention of a discrepancy between the intended
dose in the prescription and the actual dose being delivered by
the infusion pump.
2. Included are drug calculation errors, pump programming errors
and errors where the wrong concentration of a drug had been
used.
3. Either the hourly infusion rate is wrong or the volume to be
infused is wrong.
4. Infusions can be medication, hormones, nutrition or blood.

Exclusion criteria
1. Reports that were not relevant to infusion pumps, for example:
§ patient aggression
§ mental health issues in patient
2. Reports judged not to be relevant to rate and volume errors:
§ prescription error
§ lack of availability of pumps
§ occlusion in the pump
§ air in the line
§ damage to pumps caused by patient falls
§ ‘free flow’ of medication as medication not going through
infusion pump
§ pump switched off
§ patient tampering
§ Start button not pressed
3. Reports that sounded like mechanical or software faults. for example:
a. “On 25/1/06 , pressed total volume infused button on
variable pressure volumetric pump ( no 09679) . This
pump was being used on baby - 10% of dextrose was
being infused at 5.2mls hrs . After pressing the button
the pump alarmed showing ' fix me ' S / n returned to
the pump , all programs were removed and she turned
the pump off and then again reprogramed the pump
and phoned the medical physics dept . Pump was
taken away“ (Report number 790)
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b. “Nurse involved changed the syringe driver immediately
she suspected it was faulty ( as the drugs had gone
through 4 hours ahead of time , despite the drugs being
drawn up to the correct volume and the driver being set
at the correct rate ) . The patients ' condition was
assessed as stable and comfortable and the patients '
GP was informed . The nurse involved informed myself
of the incident and the syringe driver was sent for
servicing ( last serviced September 2008 ) . .
See below - Syringe driver had been serviced within
last year ( September 2008 ) , but was immediately
sent for servicing again . Nurse involved took all the
correct actions to ensure the future safety of the patient
. The incident reinforces the need for vigilence by
professionals with regard to the correct functioning of
medical devices and the need to ensure all such
devices are serviced annually or as required . .” (Report
3990)
c. “Attended patient having two hourly oxalaplatin infusion
via volumed 5005 pump . No pump alarm had sounded
to alert anyone to fact that no fluid had infused into
patient for over one hour . Patient unharmed - however
had to stay two hours longer than necessary . .
Pump checked by electronics , removed from
circulation as unable to repair .” (Report 5690)
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